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Thin Ice Growth
GEORGE D. ASHTON

Snow and Ice Branch, U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory, Hanover, New Hampshire
The thickening of ice covers has traditionally been calculatedusinga method in which the thickness
is assumedproportional to the square root of the accumulatedfreezing degree days. Particularly for
newly formed thin ice this method overpredicts the ice thickness. Consideration of the thermal
resistance between the top of the ice and the atmosphere results in a method which predicts linear

growthwith time for thin ice and transitionsto the t1/2growthat largethicknesses.
The method
proposedhere is not new but seemsto be rarely used even though it requires selection of only one
coefficient. Data from several sourcesincluding initial river ice growth, sea ice growth, and sludge
freezing are used to validate the method and bracket the coefficient.

INTRODUCTION

The most commonly used method for predicting the thickness of floating ice sheets is the so-called "square root of
freezing degree days" method. In this method the difference
between the daily average air temperature and the freezing
point of water is multiplied by time (days) since initial ice
formation, the square root taken, and the result multiplied by
a coefficient to obtain the predicted ice thickness. This
method seems to work reasonably well for thicknessesover
about 10 cm. For thicknesses

less than about 10 cm it will be

shownbelow that the method overpredictsthe ice thickness.
A method nearly as simple is shown to give good results at
all thicknesses.

The additional

consideration

is the effect of

the thermal resistance between the top of the ice and the
atmosphere above the ice. For some cases use of the
traditional method can give very erroneous results.
The purpose of this paper is to more widely publicize the
more correct method since, even though it has been known
for many years, is often not used in cases where the
difference between the two methods is important.
The method is not meant to substitute for analyses of ice
growth that require considerably greater data needs to
evaluate the components of the energy budget necessaryto
perform detailed assessmentof ice growth as, for example,
described by Kuroda [1985] or de Bruin and Wessels[1988],
or for cases where one component of the energy budget is
crucial to the particular ice growth processof interest such
as the analysis of deterioration under the influence of solar
radiation [Ashton, 1985].

ature at the ice water interface (=0øC), and Ts is the
temperature of the top surface. At the bottom surface this
heat flux is balanced by the production of ice at a rate
pL dh/dt = Qi

(2)

where L is the heat of fusion, p is the density of ice, and t is
time. Equating the two and integrating with the initial
condition

that h - 0 at t = 0 results in

h=(2k)
• 1/2
[(TmTs)t]
1/2

(3)

In (3) the bracketed term is the "square root of degree days
of freezing" if the top surfacetemperatureof the ice is taken
as the air temperature. In practice, data show that an
additional coefficient, a, usually in the range 0.5-0.8, must
be appliedto the right-hand side to give results as measured,
and the measurements that have generally been used are
usually for thicknessesgreater than about 10 cm. There are
other assumptionsimplicit in the above analysis, such as
neglectof specificheat effects, but the major limitation is the
assumptionthat the top surface temperature is the same as
the air temperature.
PROPOSED METHOD

I first experienced the difficulty inherent in the result
embodied in (3) while doing a numerical simulation of thin
ice growth with small time steps. To do the simulation, (1)
and (2) were used to determine the growth rate at zero time,
which resulted in an infinite growth rate, a result that was
clearly in error, since that would require an infinite heat loss.
As will be shown below, inclusion of the effect of the thermal

TRADITIONAL

METHOD

The most commonly used method for predictingthe thickness of ice is based on a very simplified solution of the
so-called Stefan problem. That is, given an ice sheetgrowing
into the melt below, with a fixed top surface temperature,
what is the relation

between

the thickness

and time? The

simplified solution is obtained by expressing the heat flux
through the ice in the form

Qi -- - k(Tm - Ts)/h

(1)

where Qi is the heat flux through the ice, k is the thermal

conductivity
oftheice?h isthethickness,
Tmisthet•mper-

resistance between the top of the ice surface and the bulk
temperature of the air removes this difficulty. More importantly, it provides an analytical result which is applicablefor
both thin and thick ice. The method entails only selection of
a single coefficientwhich has been bracketed by the results
from several data sets as well as energy budget analyses.
In additionto (1) and (2) above, the flux of heat Qia from
the ice surface to the air above is expressed in the form of a
bulk heat transfer coefficientHia applied to the difference
between the top surface temperature of the ice and the air
temperature above the ice, resulting in

Qia• Hi•Ts- Ta)

(4)
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Fig. 1. Comparison
of calculated
thinicegrowthwithobservations.

(5)

neighborhood
of 10W m-2 øC-1;for conditions
typicalof
say, the St. LawrenceRiver or the midwestern
United
States,a valueof 20-25hasbeenfoundto bereasonable
and

forexposed
windyconditions
a valueashighas30W m-2
Thismaybe integrated,
againwith the boundarycondition
that h = 0 when t = 0 and resultsin the expressionfor h in

oC- 1 has been found to be reasonablewhen the calculations
are for several days duration.

the form

COMPARISON OF THE Two METHODS

h=

(Tin-Ta)t
+

Hia

Figure1 showscalculated
resultsfor thetwomethods
in a
(6) log-log
formatwhichhasthe advantage
of showing
clearly

For largevaluesof theproduct(Tin- Ta)t,(6) converges
to

thepowerlawdependence
ont atvariousthicknesses
aswell

smallthicknesses,
however,ice growthis proportionalto t
but at a muchlower rate than givenby (2). To apply (6) in

thicknesses.For the traditional method, resultsfor a coeffi-

theformof (3), andicegrowthis proportional
to t1/2.For as the convergenceof the two methodsat large times or

cient a that mustbe appliedto (3) of 1.0, 0.7, and 0.5 are

of theexperience
thatthecoefficient
is
practicalcasesthe bulk heattransfercoefficient
mustbe shownin recognition

usuallyfoundto be about0.6. The value of a = 1 correto assuming
thatthesurface
temperature
of theiceis
detailedenergybudgetmethods
to thetopsurfaceof theice, sponds
calculatethe net transferQia,determineTs,andthendeter- the sameas the air temperature(or that the transfercoeffimineHiaby dividing
by thetemperature
difference
Ts- Ta. cientis infinityfor the proposedmethod).Valuesof Hia =
Thisrequiresmanycalculations
andestimates
of coefficients 10, 20, and 30 W m-2 øC-1 are shownfor the proposed
estimated. One means of doing this would be to apply

in the expressions
for the energybudgetcomponents.

method. It is clear that the two methods differ markedly for

to smallthickIn practice,I havefounda reasonable
approximation
isto smallvaluesof (Tin - Ta)t corresponding
nesses,
while
at
large
values
of
(Tin
Ta)t
the
two methods
usea constant
valueof Hia with someconsideration
of wind
speed.Forstillairconditions
Hiahasbeenfoundtobein the converge.
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VALIDATION

OF THE METHOD

Until recently I had few systematic data to provide a
convincing presentation and contrast of the two methods.
Anderson [ 1960] presented an analysis essentially equivalent
to that described above although the thinnest ice of his data
set was about 3 cm. Recently, two additional data sets have
become

available.

Parkinson and Hausser [1986] presentedan extensive set
of thin ice data obtained by following newly formed ice
downstream on the St. Lawrence River. The water temper-

difference is important, particularly in situations where thin
ice is alternately formed and melted. In other cases such as
the formation of ice on slightly warm water, the actual ice
growth is a result of the residual of the heat flux through the
ice and the heat flux to the bottom surface. If the growth rate
were to be calculated ignoring the thermal resistance associated with the air thermal resistance above, it is possible to
predict ice formation when, in fact, the balance of heat fluxes
is such that no ice forms.

ature was known to be at 0øC (thus the heat transfer to the

underside was zero), and the thickness, air temperature, and
time of travel

to the location

of measurement

mined. The data extend down to thicknesses

were deter-

a fraction

of a

centimeter. Finally, in experiments concerned with the
freezing of sludge (which is mostly water) J. Martel (personal communication, 1988) obtained data on the thicknessesdown to 1 cm. These three data sets are presented in
Figure 1. Martel's data were obtained in a roofed enclosure
but open on the sidesand probably are representativeof still
air conditions, since the ice surface was somewhatprotected
from the wind. Anderson's [1960] data were shown by

NOTATION

h

Hi,
k
L
Qia
t

ice thickness, m.

heattransfercoefficient,
W m-2 øC-•.
thermalconductivity,W m-• øC-•.
heat of fusion,J/kg-•.
heatfluxto atmosphere,
W/m-2.
time, s.

T, air temperature,øC.
Tm melting point temperature, øC.
Ts top surfacetemperature, øC.

p densityof ice, kg/m-3.

Adams et al. [1960] to be bracketed by Hia = 12 and 29 W
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